What is TotApp?

TotApp is an interactive content management software program for multi-touch devices. In other words, it's a solution that allows users to quickly design and upload content within interactive devices, such as interactive kiosks, desks, podiums, holographic projections, etc.
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MULTITOUCH DIGITAL SIGNAGE SOFTWARE
What is TotApp for?

TotApp is used for creating multimedia presentations with an extremely attractive and visible impact in a very short time without having to know or learn programming languages.

TotApp quickly and easily turns your multimedia content into interactive content and is intended for all types of users, whether or not they’re creatives, thanks to its straightforward and intuitive operation.

TotApp works without internet connection, because each device has its content already installed and the changes made can be remotely and incrementally configured to transfer the least amount of data possible. This feature also lets you work if the internet connection fails, something that still happens very often, especially in smaller establishments.

What will you get with TotApp?

You’ll get an amazing touch experience through the quick and easy construction of multimedia presentations which users can interact with. You’ll see how previously designed content such as images, PDFs, videos, etc. are very quickly transformed into an incredible interactive reality.

What do you have to do to enjoy TotApp?

All you have to do to enjoy TotApp is download the software on your PC and start to interact with it following our instructions. To do so, go to the Download section, click the button, and get interacting with the very best product for managing multimedia presentations.